We present a new paging algorithm for wireless networks with ultra-short-range radio access links (picocells). The ubiquitous office (u-office) network is a good example of such a network, and we present some u-office example applications. In addition, we show that conventional paging algorithms are not feasible in such networks. Therefore, we derived a new paging algorithm from the measurement results of an experimental sensor network with short-range wireless links deployed in our office. We equipped persons with sensors and deployed sensor readers at selected places in our office. The sensors transmit messages to the sensor readers at regular intervals. If no sensor reader is in range, the message is lost. Our main observation is that, if a picocell shows an attraction property to a certain person, the residence time of an attached mobile terminal is not gamma distributed (as described in the literature) and the probability of long-lasting residences increases. Thus, if the residence time is larger than a certain threshold, the probability of a long-lasting residence time increases if a sensor reader location has an attraction property to a person. Based on this observation, our proposed paging algorithm registers the location of the mobile terminal only when the residence time in the cell is longer than a predetermined constant. By appropriately setting this constant, we can significantly reduce the registration message frequency while ensuring that the probability of the network successfully connecting to a mobile terminal remains high.
Introduction
The Japanese government has formulated a u-Japan plan, where u means ubiquitous. A u-Japan program was launched to achieve the objectives of the plan within a few years [10] . By means of ubiquitously networked devices such as sensors and actuators, everyone can be connected to a network, anywhere and anytime with anybody and anything. This can help us to make information omni-available, for example, to improve work performance.
In this paper, we present the concept of a u-office network and give some example applications. In wireless radio access systems for transmitting messages, the system needs to know the current location of a mobile terminal (MT) that is the recipient of the message. By detecting the location of the MT and registering the location, at MT paging becomes effective. Paging is in general expensive with regard to radio resource utilization. This is because the basic idea of paging relies on a broadcast. In such a broadcast, a message is sent to every cell in which the MT may be located and is then sent through a broadcast channel of the wireless link. Additionally, if the cell size is small, the location of the MT needs frequent updating if the moving distance of the MT remains constant. Thus, classical paging algorithms as used in the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) are not appropriate in such kinds of systems.
We performed experiments with an experimental sensor network deployed in our office. We attached sensors to different people in our office and deployed several sensor readers at selected places. These places included the working areas of the selected people, meeting rooms, and the location of a printer. The range of the wireless link was only a few meters. We used that experiment setup to investigate the behavior of the people. With the setup, we were able to determine if a sensor was in the sensor reader's range. We therefore can determine the presence or absence of a person in the range of a sensor reader. Thus, we used the deployed sensors as a model for a u-office MT and the sensor readers as a model for a u-office base station (BS). Our idea for a new paging algorithm is based on the observation that, for very small cells (picocells), the cell residence time (CRT) of the MTs follows a different distribution (with higher probability of long residences) when a given cell has a special property that attracts a person. Attraction means that the probability of a given person's presence at a given location is higher than normal. A typical example of a cell of attraction is a cell that covers a person's desk. That is, the attraction property is the property that if people stay often in one location such as their desk, then they do not move around. On the basis of that observation, we developed a new paging algorithm.
To derive a paging algorithm from measurement results, our basic idea is to register a u-office MT to a u-office BS if the MT is in the range of the BS longer than a time parameter t Register . We derive a theoretical formula to determine an optimal value for t Register and also give a practical implementation-optimized algorithm. The reason for introducing a t Register -delayed registration of an MT to a BS is to separate attraction cells and normal cells. That is, registration shall only be performed in the case of attraction cells because the longer the stay the larger the effectiveness of the registration.
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Related Work
The tracking and measuring of the behaviors and movements of people in office environments has been reported. The first attempt to track the movement of persons in an office environment was reported in [15] . However, they focused only on the tracking and did not investigate the consequences of a person's behavior on wireless communication systems. Another attempt was made in [6] : persons were tracked in an office environment by using infrared sensors, and their behaviors were extracted. The different location tracking systems available were reviewed in [5] . They mainly differ in the accuracy of the tracked position, the scale in which the systems can be used, and the cost.
Other papers published discuss the effects of the distribution of the CRT in wireless access networks. However, they mostly assume a distribution function for the CRT and evaluate how performance metrics change under a given distribution; they do not measure the CRT. The effects of the selection of the distribution function on the CRT with respect to the channel holding time and blocking probability was evaluated in [8] . However, to the best of our knowledge, no papers have been published measuring the CRT or investigating if and how the shape of the CRT distribution changes if the cell size shrinks to pico size.
To reduce the cost of MT location updating in GSM and UMTSs, such as cellular radio access systems, intelligent paging schemes have been proposed [3] , [9] . The basic idea of these schemes is to check for consecutive presence at a sequence of cells and to determine the sequence of cells by either the tracked person's previous behavior or by a partially observed Markov decision process.
An example of ubiquitous networks is given in [14] . However, its focus is on the wide area ubiquitous network, where the radio access link range is a few kilometers. In contrast, in this paper we focus on short-range links with a range of only a few meters.
Structure of Paper
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The uoffice network is reviewed in Sect. 2, and some example applications are presented. In Sect. 3, we present the concept of attraction cells, and in Sect. 4 we show how this concept can be used for a paging algorithm. Section 5 evaluates the performance of our proposed algorithm. We conclude the paper in Sect. 6. Our experiment setup is described in the Annex Appendix.
Concept of U-Office
Poznanski et al. [11] introduced the concept of a ubiquitous office (u-office). They showed that work in office environments will become nomadic, i.e., in the future, people and office equipment will change their locations in an office more often than they currently do. Therefore, location tracking and updating will become an important task. The paging algorithm we present can be used in wireless networks using short-range radio links. For very short-range wireless links, we can reduce the power consumption for wireless communication and can even use semi-passive (or semi-active) MTs. They do not necessarily need batteries and can work due to the power delivered from the sensor reader. Therefore, battery-less operation is possible. Additionally, when a short-range wireless link is used, the cell ID itself can provide location information with enough accuracy for many applications. This has the advantage that more sophisticated algorithms to determine the MT location, i.e., by triangulation [12] or tracking with binary proximity sensors [13] , are not needed. Thus, a picocell is attractive for implementing u-office applications. Unfortunately, however, there is a disadvantage when using short-range wireless links: the number of cells increases if the total coverage is kept constant. Thus, classical paging algorithms of GSM-or UMTS-like systems are not appropriate because they would need frequent location registrations and updates. To motivate the work on u-offices, we give some example applications:
• Incoming phone calls can be forwarded to the nearest phone available with regard to the current location of a person. For such an application, a u-office MT can be a (passive) sensor device. Incoming phone calls can be converted to text messages by a media converter and forwarded to the nearest display if there is no phone available near the person.
• If a u-office MT has a small display, a pager application similar to SMS is possible.
• The locations of people can be regularly stored for emergency situations, such as earthquakes.
• If a u-office MT is attached to office equipment (including classified documents), it can be tracked if in the range of a sensor reader.
Attraction Location
The influence of people's movements on the performance of wireless networks has been researched in depth (see [2] for an overview). Different models of random human walking behavior have been proposed. However, if we investigate the typical movement behavior of a person in an office environment, it is far from being random. Normally, a person stays with high probability near his or her work desk or in meeting rooms. With the sensor network deployed in our office, we investigated the behavior of people in our office. With the data from the sensors, it is possible to determine the presence of a person within a specific sensor reader's range (which is equivalent to the CRT) or the absence of a person (which is equivalent to the inter-contact time (ICT), i.e., the time between two consecutive contacts with any reader).
In the case of presence in the range of a sensor reader, a message from the sensor attached to the person is sent and received by the network every second. In the case of the ab- sence of a person, the time interval between two messages received by the reader is larger than the interval at which the sensor can send the messages. Therefore, modeling a person's behavior as a consecutive sequence of presence and absence phases is possible. In this paper, we call phases in which a person seems to be present pseudo-present periods and phases in which a person seems to be absent pseudoabsent periods. Because of the attracting nature of some cells for some people, two different types of cells can be distinguished.
• Normal cells: Cells that have no attraction property to a given person.
• Attraction cells: Cells that have, for a given person, a higher probability of long-term residences. An example of an attraction cell for a given person is a cell near his or her work area.
Presence
A pseudo-present period of length k starting at t i is defined as a period in which sensor reports are received in consecutive k time slots from t i , that is, in a time period between t = t i + m, m is an integer larger than or equal to 0 and less than k, and for every t we can receive a sensor report (details of experiment setup in the Annex Appendix). Here, the time unit is seconds in our experiment system. A pseudopresent period can be used as an approximation of the presence of a sensor in the range of a sensor reader. However, a pseudo-present period is not exactly a presence period. This is because of the 1-second granularity of the sensorreporting interval. Therefore, a pseudo-present period is a presence period estimation. (The maximum error is 1s + 1s; the beginning and end of a residence within a certain cell cannot be determined more precisely than 1s.) Figure 1 shows the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF)F(·) of the pseudo-present period length for a selected person in the case of an attraction cell and a normal cell. All other persons showed quite similar results. For an attraction cell, the probability of large pseudo- present periods is orders of magnitude larger than that for a normal cell.
We calculated the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) ofF(·) under the assumption that the pseudo-present period is gamma distributed, as was proposed in [8] , with its probability density function (pdf) of
where k is the shape of the pdf and Θ the scale parameter. For the calculation of the MLE of a gamma distribution, we use the likelihood function from [4] . For the shape parameter k and the scale parameter Θ, we obtained 0.3022 ± 0.009 (95% confidence interval) and 258.4475 ± 15.3 for an attraction cell, and 1.0507 ± 0.2 and 4.217 ± 1.6 for a normal cell. As Fig. 1 shows, the MLE of the gamma distribution underestimates the probability of long pseudo-present periods in the case on an attraction cell. We also tried other distribution functions, such as exponential and Rayleigh functions, but they fit even worse. The probability for long cell residence time in an attraction cell is much larger than that in a normal cell and the MLE of the gamma distribution for the attraction cell, thus the tail of distribution is underestimated by that MLE.
Absence
A pseudo-absent period is defined as a period that is not a pseudo-present period. Thus, it is a period in which the time between two consecutive message arrivals is larger than 1 second. From [7] we know the ICT in wireless systems follows a truncated Pareto distribution. We calculate the MLE of the CCDFḠ(·) of the ICT under the assumption of a truncated Pareto distribution with a pdf of
where α is the shape parameter of the power law and γ and ν are the lower and upper bounds, respectively, as proposed in [2] . For the MLE of the power law shape parameter, we found α = 0.6202 in the case of an attraction cell and 0.1545 in the case of a normal cell. As Fig. 2 shows, the truncated Pareto distribution does not fit too badly to the data both for an attraction cell and a normal cell. Additionally, we can determine that, in the case of a normal cell, the probability for a large absent time is orders of magnitude larger than in the case of an attraction cell and the maximum pseudoabsent period length can reach days.
Location Registration and Paging
For messages to be delivered to an MT, the location of the MT must be known. Paging has to be performed based on the current location of the MT. The MT receives a response from the reader (BS) with the reader's ID when the MT sends a message. If necessary, the MT registers its location by sending a register message with this reader's ID and its own ID. As in cellular networks, the location of the MT is identified and registered by this ID, but it is not necessary to identify the physical location for basic network services. This is because the paging message is sent to the cell(s) identified by the ID. However, the physical location of the MT is needed for some applications, such as those shown in Sect. 2. For those applications, the physical locations of readers (BSs) and devices used for the applications must be registered before the applications are provided. Because the cell size is small, the location information of the MT is accurate even if the location is identified only by the cell ID. The key idea of our algorithm is that, if an MT is present in a cell longer than a parameter t Register , the MT is likely to stay in the cell for a longer than average residence time and to be called with higher probability. Thus, it should send a registration message to a location management server. If the t Register parameter is set too small, many registration messages will be sent when the MT moves. On the other hand, if the t Register parameter is set too large, the interval between two registrations will increase.
The procedure is as follows. Location registration: If the MT stays continuously in the current cell longer than t Register , the MT sends a location registration message to the location management server to update its database entry about the current cell of residence. Message delivery: When a message needs to be sent to an MT, the entry corresponding to the MT is looked up in the database of the location management server to determine the cell in which the MT is likely to reside. The message is sent to the cell identified by the location management server. Unsuccessful message delivery: If the database of the location management server currently contains no entry for the MT or the cell identified by the server is incorrect (e.g., the MT has already moved to another cell), one of four options may occur.
• The message is discarded (if this is a valid option for the service).
• The message is stored until the MT registers again and is then transmitted (if this is a valid option for the service).
• Flooding occurs, i.e., the message is flooded (broadcast) to check if the MT is present in another cell but currently not registered. • Intelligent flooding occurs, i.e., the message is only flooded to a set of attraction cells. This may be effective because the total number of cells may be large due to the short range of the radio access link. Therefore, a broadcast to all cells might be very expensive in terms of radio resource utilization. A possible method is to send a broadcast message not to all cells but only to a set of attraction cells, which have a higher probability of a flooding hit. The set of attraction cells can be derived from the tracked behavior of the MT in the past. If intelligent flooding fails, i.e., the MT is not present in any of the attraction cells in the set, either the message can be discarded or stored or normal flooding can be executed.
The best option depends on two factors: (1) the type of service to which the message belongs and (2) how effective flooding can be. If a message transmission fails, the entry in the database is deleted.
Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our proposed message delivering and location update scheme, we define three different metrics.
• Delivery delay: This metric describes how long a message is delayed from its generation until its delivery. This metric depends on the actual person's behavior. For example, it depends on whether an MT is currently present within a reader range at the time a message should be delivered. The delay should be as low as possible. The message delivery delay consists of two parts. The first is the forward time until at MT is again within any reader range (if the MT is currently out of reader range), and the second is the additional delay until the correct location is registered if the current registered location is incorrect.
• Frequency of registration messages: For every pseudo-present period B for which length t B is larger than t Register , an MT sends a registration message and the database is updated. Because the database operations are needed for every registration message, the registration message frequency should be as low as possible.
• Page hit ratio: If the database currently contains a valid location entry (i.e., the MT is still at the location registered) and a message is delivered, a page hit occurs. For an efficient algorithm, the page hit ratio should be as high as possible. 
Performance Characteristics
We used our experimental data for the movement of each person and evaluated the metrics mentioned above. Note that our method and its performance do not require a specific cell shape. Measured events at each reader (BS) receiving messages generated at a regular interval enable us to analyze how often a person visits a cell or stays in the cell. We can evaluate a paging algorithm under the assumption that the paging algorithm is used when the data are measured. A communication system should have the lowest possible message delivery delay. Figure 3 plots the CCDF of the message delivery delay for the ideal case (t Register = 0 s) and for t Register = 10, 50, and 100 s. In the ideal case, about 50% of all messages are transmitted without an additional delay; this is the case when the MT is in the range of a sensor reader (pseudo-present period). With an increase of t Register , the additional delay also increases. This is because delivering messages to an MT in pseudo-present periods smaller than t Register is not possible. It is only possible if the MT is at the same location and was registered at a previous pseudopresent period longer than t Register and if no message arrived during the previous pseudo-absent period(s). Figure 4 shows the registration message frequency as a function of t Register . We compare the results of the simulation using the measured pseudo-present period sequences, those of an analytical mean value analysis, and those of the simulation using an artificial presence-absence model with a gamma-distributed CRT and a truncated-Pareto distributed ICT. In these simulations, we assume messages arrive in a Poisson process. All of the results show good agreement, but the artificial model underestimates the registration message frequency in the case of small values for t Register . Figure 5 shows the page hit ratio as a function of t Register . Again, we compare the simulation using the measured data, the analytical result, and the simulation using a gamma-distributed CRT and a truncated-Pareto distributed ICT. We can see that the artificial model seriously underestimates the page hit ratio because it underestimates the tail of the CRT. If we compare Figs. 4 and 5, we can see that the registration message frequency falls much faster than the page hit ratio when we increase t Register . This is an attractive property because the page hit ratio should be as high as possible, whereas the registration message frequency should be as low as possible. Therefore, if we set t Register at an appropriate value, such as t Register = 20 s, we can significantly lower the registration message frequency while maintaining a high page hit ratio. The method for appropriately setting the value of t Register will be discussed in a later section.
In Sect. 4, we presented possible actions, including flooding, for when a MT is currently not registered and a message needs to be delivered. Therefore, we next investigate the effectiveness of flooding. Figure 6 shows the flooding hit ratio for three selected MTs attached to people (one attraction cell and five normal cells for each person, resulting in low total coverage). We can see that the additional flooding gain (from the five normal cells) was also low. This is because when a flooding occurs (u-office MT is present in the range of any reader), a person is usually located in an attraction cell (but is currently not registered, i.e., the message arrival time minus the arrival time of the person at the current cell is less than t Register ). Therefore, it seems that (unintelligent) flooding is not a good option in the case of low coverage of the wireless network.
Finding Optimal t Register
In the previous subsection, we found that the performance characteristics depend with sensitivity on the values of t register . Thus, determining an optimal value for the algorithm's parameter t Register is important. We hence performed a trade-off analysis. Let us define a message M A as a message with destination MT A. A registration message R A is a registration of the ID of the cell at which MT A is located. This makes it possible for us to introduce two metrics, P 1 and P 2 . P 1 is the probability that M A will not arrive before the issuance of R A . P 2 is the probability that R A will become incorrect (invalid) before M A arrives. P 1 is a metric indicating that the registered location is correct. P 2 is a metric indicating whether the registered location is actually used or not. Assume that the message arrives in a Poisson process with intensity λ and that the CRT of MT A in each cell is independently and identically distributed (iid). For an optimal t Register , P 1 and P 2 should respectively be as large and as small as possible. To combine both requirements in one equation, we consider the quotient of the two metrics P 2 /P 1 . This quotient must be minimized.
Let f (·) be the pdf of the CRT andF(·) be its CCDF. According to the assumption of a Poisson arrival, P 1 = e −λt Register . In addition, we note that the pdf of the CRT with the condition that the location is registered is f (·)/F(t Register ).
Thus, P 2 = 
The discussion above assumed that each CRT is iid. However, the measured sequence of pseudo-present periods showed small auto-correlation. Therefore, we performed a simulation that used the sequence of pseudo-present periods directly to determine t Register . That is, we evaluated actual P 2 /P 1 by using the whole sequence of pseudo-present periods for various values of t Register and obtained a t Register that truly minimizes P 2 /P 1 for the given whole sequence of pseudo-present periods. Thus, this second simulation did not useF(·) or f (·). This result is also plotted in Fig. 7 . We found a similar approximation following a power law for λ < 0.268 (1/s):
For a practically implementable algorithm, the above described methods are not feasible because they either usē F(·) and f (·) (the calculation of which requires the whole data set) or directly use the complete data set of pseudopresent periods for the calculation. Second, the metrics P 1 and P 2 cannot be derived from raw data easily. Therefore, it is necessary to find a way to determine t Register without using the whole measured data set to calculate t Register from a sequence of pseudo-present periods. We thus need an equation to calculate t Register by only using the former value of t Register and information about the last pseudo-present period (see next section) as input parameters.
Let I 1 ∈ {1, 0} be the indicator function for whether or not a message arrival was in the interval (0, t Register ) of a pseudo-present period (in the case of I 1 = 1, there is currently no registration entry in the database or the entry is out of date and deleted). Let I 2 ∈ {1, 0} be the indicator function for whether or not there is at least one successful delivered message during a pseudo-present period (I 1 and I 2 can be calculated with little need for memory during the operation). We then can define a t Register adaption function t Register,new = h(t Register,old , I 1 , I 2 ). Here, we used h(t Register,old , I 1 , I 2 ) = t Register,old − I 1 α + I 2 β. We also used a moving average filter to smoothen t Register . For the parameters, we found α = 0.3 and β = 0.08. With this algorithm and with any given start value of t Register out of the interval (0, +∞), t Register changes to a value near to the theoretical optimal value t Register (λ). Figure 8 shows the auto-tuning of t Register for different values of λ and the theoretical results from Eqs. 1 and 2. With h(·), the algorithm can self-adjust t Register if λ is time-invariant or the convergence speed of h(·) is much faster than the change of λ.
Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a new paging algorithm for wireless networks with ultra-short-range radio access links (picocells). The measurement traces we obtained from a sensor network deployed in our office were analyzed. We equipped persons with sensors and deployed sensor readers at selected places in our office. For the CRT, we found that two types of cells can be distinguished: normal cells and attraction cells. Attraction cells have a higher probability of long residences. On the basis of that observation, we proposed and investigated a new paging algorithm. We used a time parameter t Register ; if an MT is in the range of a BS longer than that parameter, the MT registers to that BS. After we derived a theoretical formula to calculate an optimal value of t Register , we derived an algorithm to determine t Register by using a series of the pseudo-present periods. Our proposed method uses only the fact that the longer a user stays in a cell the higher the probability for an even longer stay in that cell. Therefore, our method is effective if only this fact is valid, even for other wireless access systems. Unfortunately, however, it is not clear whether this fact is valid for many systems or for other environments (e.g., in department stores). This point remains as a future study.
The proposed mechanism includes a single parameter t register , and its optimal value can be dependent on the environment. The proposed mechanism is simple and we do not have many parameters to be tuned optimally, but the optimal value of t register itself can change for each system or for each environment. Therefore, an adaptive method to tune the parameter to an appropriate value is proposed in the paper. Although we need to confirm that the adaptive method actually works for other systems, the proposed method offers a method to be adaptive to each system.
